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Former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin criticized the Obama administration's 
decision to supply weapons to the rebels in the civil war in Syria, 
arguing that the U.S. should "Let Allah sorts it out" until there is a 
stronger leader in the White House. 

"Militarily, where is our commander in chief? We are talking now more 
new interventions. I say until we know what we're doing, until we have 
a commander in chief who knows what he's doing, well, let these 
radical Islamic countries who aren't even respecting basic human 
rights, where both sides are slaughtering each other as they scream 
over an arbitrary red line, 'Allah Akbar,' I say until we have someone 
who knows what they're doing, I say let Allah sorts it out," Palin said at 
the Faith and Freedom Coalition Conference. 

From the political point of view, Paline might have some logical 
reasons, but what I did not like about her rhetoric was her saying: 

1-  “Let these radical Islamic countries who aren’t respecting basic 
human rights where both sides are slaughtering each other as 
they scream over an arbitrary red line Allah Akbar.” 

2- “I say until we have someone who knows what they are doing, I 
say let Allah sort it out.” 

Commenting on point 1, I am amazed to see that paline is either 
ignorant about what was really going on in Syria or she was hiding the 
facts from her audience. This slaughtering happening in Iraq, Syria, 
Yemen, and Libya, this slaughtering that Paline pictured as a violation 
of basic human rights and thus portraying Islamic countries by 
radicalism, is in fact an American plot against the Middle East. The 
plot is called ‘the New Middle East’. The objective is to reshape the 
Middle East by dividing it into religious and ethnic factions and sects 
living in small sectors without borders, so that America could draw the 
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map of the Middle East according to its geostrategic needs and 
objectives. In order to carry out such inhuman plan, the U.S. 
government created ISIS, to wipe out the despotic rulers of the Middle 
East and replace them with more malleable Islamist leaders who will 
tear the Middle East apart. The Islamic militia were trained, armed and 
financed by the U.S. then implanted in Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Egypt, and 
Libya to create chaos (Condoleezza Rice described this chaos as 
“creative”). These militias burned the Middle East countries to the 
ground and caused the slaughters and massacres, which Paline 
described as “both sides are slaughtering each other” thus picturing 
the Arabs as savages and bloodthirsty!  

This vicious plan has led to millions of deaths, displacements and 
refugees now scattered on the borders of foreign countries without 
shelter, food or water! Yet when they reached the borders of America, 
they were rejected and accused by terrorism!  Is not that what Donald 
Trump, Ben Carson and several other hate monger Islamophobia 
Republicans said?  

Sara Paline, while you are describing the Arab countries with          
radicalism and bloodthirsty, you must realize that America’s hands -          
this country claiming that she respects basic human rights - are           
stained with the blood of the innocents, and in return she will pay a              
dear price for oppressing others without right except for her greed for            
the Arab oil.  

American oppression is the reason behind all the ordeals inflicting the           
countries of the Middle East at the social, political, or economic levels.            
Due to the American proxy wars in the Middle East, seditions reign,            
individual and social relations disintegrate, and poverty and        
deprivation prevail; and the entire ecosystem deranges.  

Allah repeatedly points out in the Koran that He dislikes the oppressors            
and the unjust, for they would be in a manifest error and they shall              
realize the black fate awaiting them on the Day of Judgment. 

The American oppression is obvious in her acts exercised against the           
downtrodden people, in Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria, Libya, Yemen and         
Palestine. It was also prevalent in her attempts to close in at all the              
downtrodden and developing peoples, to the interest of her own          
peoples, by placing her hands on their oil and mineral fortunes and            
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controlling the people's policies and security, and even their cultures and           
religions. 

The consequences of oppression are terrible. Nothing more than 
oppression drives Allah to deny His blessings and hasten His wrath, for 
Allah hears the calls of the oppressed. He who oppresses the servants of 
Allah will be held accountable by Allah on the day of Judgment, and in 
the present life will be perished by his oppression. 

Allah has deemed oppression the reason behind the collapse of          
civilizations and the weakness of societies, for He says: 

"So those are their houses fallen down because they were unjust, most             
surely there is a sign in this for a people who know." (27:52). 

The oppressors must not rest assured if Allah gives them respite and            
does not hasten their punishment. He does that until they think that He             
let go of them, then He would retaliate with one blow, for He says:  

"And let not those who disbelieve think that Our granting them respite is             
better for their souls; We grant them respite only that they may add to              
their sins; and they shall have a disgraceful chastisement." (Al-Imran,          
178). 

The worst, cruellest, and hardest act of oppression, is the oppression of            
the weak, for it was narrated that the Messenger of Allah peace be upon              
him said: 

"Allah's wrath intensifies against he who oppresses the person who           
finds no helper apart from Him." 

The Prophet said of what is related from his Lord: 

“O My servants, I have made oppression unlawful for Me and unlawful            
for you, so do not commit oppression against one another.” 

Allah says in the Koran: 

And Allah wills no injustice for his slaves (Ghafir, 31). 

America must not forget that Allah has destroyed many evil nations and            
brought forth another people after them. When the evil people sensed           
destruction and felt Allah’s might, they ran away from it. But the angels             
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said to them scornfully: ‘Do not run away! Return to the comforts, which             
you were given to enjoy and your dwelling-places, you may have much            
to answer for. They said, ‘Woe to us! This is our destruction! We have              
indeed been doing wrong’. They kept bewailing their misfortune, until          
Allah reduced them to a useless form like reaped field of corn - dead,              
like the stillness of fire when it is extinguished. 

Allah says in His Koran: 

How many a city that was evildoing we have destroyed, and set up after              
it another people! Then, when they perceived Our might, behold, they           
ran heading out of it. ‘Run not! Return you unto the luxury that you              
exulted in, and your dwelling places; haply you shall be questioned.’           
They said, ‘Alas for us! We have been evildoers.’ And that cry of theirs              
ceased not until We made them (like) lifeless stubble (dead) (Al-Anbiya’,           
11-15). 

Commenting on point 2, Sarah Palin said scornfully, “I say until we have             
someone who knows what they are doing, I say let Allah sort it out.” 

Allah knows for sure why the massacre going on in the Middle East has              
been committed. He knows the perpetrators and the killers. He knows           
the vicious plot against the innocents, and He sees the bloodshed of the             
victims. He knows those who prepared the scene for killing and           
murdering without right. And here, Allah will sort it out, not until a strong              
commander of chief who comes to know what they are doing in Syria,             
but He will sort it out according to the truth America concealed from the              
people about her plot against the innocents, and the oppression she           
exercised against the Arab nations. Allah sorted the truth out from           
falsehood and revealed the plot America concealed from the people. 

Falsehood is always apt to perish in the wreck of time, and truth must              
ever prevail. 

Allah says in His Holy Book the Koran: 

’The truth has come, and falsehood has vanished away; surely falsehood           
is ever certain to vanish.’ (Al-Isra’, 81). 

Sarah Paline, when you talk about Allah, you must talk about Him in awe              
and reverence because He is also your God. Your god is not the man              
Jesus Christ the son of Mary, your god is not a man nailed to the cross,                
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your god is not one in three or three in one. Your God is Allah, the One                 
and only true God. Do not say that Allah is the God of the Muslims and                
not ours as the polytheist unbelievers say. Your Lord is Allah, the Just,             
the Supreme, the Mighty, the majestic, the Greatest, the Avenger, and           
the most High. Watch your tongue because every word good or bad            
uttered from your mouth is recorded, and will be laid to your charge on              
the Day of Resurrection.  

The ugly words about Islam uttered from you and the haters of Islam in              
your circle are not just going to vanish in the air, on the contrary, they               
have very bad consequences. As Islam teaches, two recording angels          
had been assigned for each person. These angels are honourable          
scribes and their duty is to write down all the good and bad deeds.  

The Koran says: 

“. . . and He sends guardians (angels guarding and writing all of one’s              
good and bad deeds) over you . . .” (Al-An’am, 61). 
 
“Or do they think that We hear not their secrets and their private             
counsel? (Yes We do) and Our Messengers (appointed angels in charge           
of humankind) are by them, to record.” (Az-Zukhruf, 80). 
 

“(Remember!) that the two receivers (recording angels) receive (each         
human being after he or she has attained the age of puberty), one sitting              
on the right and one on the left (to note his or her actions). Not a word                 
does he (or she) utter, but there is a watcher by him ready (to record it).”                
(Qaf, 17-18). 

“But verily, over you (are appointed angels in charge of humankind) to            
watch you, honourable, writing down (your deeds).” (Al-Infitar, 10-11). 

Two angels, on the right and the left, record his deeds. The one on the               
right writes down good deeds and the one on the left writes down evil              
deeds.   

Sarah Paline, you and the other notorious Islamophobe hate mongers,          
had better watch your tongue when you talk about Allah and His religion.             
Do not bring forth His wrath upon you. He is watching over you and over               
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all His creation during the day and during the night, he never sleeps. He              
knows what the breasts reveal and what they conceal. He is Everlasting. 

Do not mess with Allah and take heed, because He might afflict you with              
calamities in the present life you cannot endure, and in the Hereafter His             
torture is ever terrible and most severe. In the present life, Allah afflicts             
His servants with fear and hunger, loss in wealth, health and lives, and             
crops. Loss of dear sons and daughters, defamation…etc. You cannot          
endure any of these! 

Listen to the Koran: 

Surely, We will try you with something of fear and hunger, and diminution             
of goods and lives and fruits; yet give thou good tidings unto the patient              
(Al-Baqarah, 155). 

Have fear and consciousness of Allah and ponder over events that           
happen around you. Learn lessons from them and remember, for the           
intelligent one is he who remembers and takes admonition. 

Whatever misfortune befalls you is because of your own doing. 

Allah says: 

Whatever affliction may visit you is for what your hands have earned; and             
He pardons much (Ash-Shurah, 30). 

He also says: 

"Whatever good visits you, it is of Allah; whatever evil visits you, it is 
from yourself. And We have sent you a Messenger to mankind; Allah 
suffices as a witness (Al-Nisa’, 79). 

According to Allah’s law, evildoers are punished in this life, and in the 
Hereafter, they will be thrown in Hell for eternity, 

The Holy Koran summarizes this plainly and clearly in its revelation again 
and again, warning mankind to mend their ways to save themselves from 
the consequences of their actions and deeds in this world and the world 
to come: 
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"And there befell them the evils of that which they had earned.  And [the 
same will happen to] people of the present time who are bent on 
wrongdoing, the evil that they earn will fall upon them. They cannot 
escape the consequences" (Az-Zumar, 51). 

"Certain it is that the wrong- doers will not prosper" (Al-An’am, 135). 
 
"And [in the end,] the last remnant of those folk who had been bent on 
evildoing was wiped out. For all praise is due to Allah, the Sustainer of all 
the worlds" (Al-An’am, 6.45). 

In order to exploit the resources of the developing world, America 
oppresses and tears the Middle East apart under the guise of human 
rights, democracy, justice and free speech, when in reality; it is only for 
catastrophic greed.  America fools the people that she has a mission of 
peace, when she has not even a true perception of right and wrong. By 
her blind arrogance, she depresses good and encourages evil. 

"And when they are told, "Do not make mischief on earth," they answer, 
‘We are only ones that puts things right.’ Truly, they are the workers of 
corruption but they are not aware (Al-Baqarah, 11). 

Sarah Paline, as a woman living in a materialistic world, you put worldly             
interest first, total and unconditional devotion to truth appears unwise,          
for your true allegiance is to your worldly interests; only on artificial level             
can you attach yourself to the truth. You consider yourself clever, and            
you get yourself a round of applause here and there. However, this is no              
more than hypocrisy, which keeps on growing. 

The Tea Party you are proud to be one of its prominent members             
became the plague of America. This party was based on racism and            
religiosity instead of sound political ideas. The Tea Party lives on           
seething rage and constant denial. 

…”No! No. Absolutely not. Our great nation was founded by Christians           
for Christians. Put God back in the classroom; put the Ten           
commandments in every courthouse. We are not racist. We have          
President Obama because he is a social tyrant, born in Kenya and Is             
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destroying our God-given Constitution. He is not country. He is not one            
of us, we are real Americans. We will take our country back”… 

This type of inflammatory rhetoric echoed from every Tea Party rally, and            
continues today; strident baloney, blatant nonsense. Virulence and rage         
reverberate unceasingly. Tea people pretend to hate government simply         
as cover for its racism and fanatic religiosity (1). 

The contribution of the Tea Party to the race of the Republicans for the              
2016 presidency is ridiculous and not adequately planned. A part of the            
GOP problem is the plague of too many candidates, 17 at last count,             
with many of them competing for headlines by making outrageous          
statements targeting Hispanics, Muslims, President Obama, Hillary       
Clinton, or each other. They apparently feel the need to do so because             
not only Donald Trump— being the master of outrage— continues to           
draw the most media attention, but also because, as Trump's poll           
numbers demonstrate, a significant body of Republican voters feed off          
the anger and insult that is being dished out.     

Instead of a serious policy debate, Americans are forced to endure a 
campaign based on xenophobia, personality attacks, and crude taunts. 

Trump continued his rant against "illegals"; Ted Cruz called his party's 
legislative leader "a liar" on the floor of the Senate; Scott Walker was 
slightly more refined accusing his party’s leaders of making "false 
promises”; Mike Huckabee charged that with the Iran deal, Obama was 
marching Israelis into the ovens; and Marco Rubio criticized Trump 
saying that America didn't need another president with "no class", 
because we already have a president with "no class".     

The thoughtful candidates on the Republican side who have ideas worth 
examining have been drowned out by the excessive news coverage 
given to the demeaning verbal antics of their erstwhile challengers. 

Responsible Republicans warned that a monster was being created that          
would first attack the president and Democrats but would ultimately turn           
on the GOP and devour it, as well. The party paid no heed to these               
warnings and, believing that they could ride this insurgency to victory,           
they fed the beast of anger and frustration. The warnings proved true. In             
statewide elections, moderate Republicans were defeated by the "Tea         
Party" and the establishment of the GOP found itself losing control of its             
base. 
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Well, Sarah Paline, since the Tea Party is not the subject matter of this              
article, what I wrote here was just a quick note about its decline to              
reform the social and political life of America.  

Going back to Allah, His name must be uttered with reverence and            
submissiveness. We Muslims entertain the profound reverence dutiful to         
Him, and we praise Him and extoll His glorious attributes. We revere Him             
in a manner appropriate to His absolute Sovereignty. 

Allah says in the Koran: 

Believers fear Allah as He should be feared. And die not except in a state               
of Islam (as Muslims with complete submission to Allah). (Al-Imran, 102). 

Allah also says: 

Mankind, fear your Lord, who created you of a single soul, and from it              
created its mate, and from the pair of them scattered many men and             
women far and wide; and fear Allah in whose name you make requests             
of one another. Beware of severing the ties of kinship. Allah is always             
watching over you (Al-Nisa’, 1). 

Those who chose to mock Allah and His verses, His prophets and the             
believers will enter the fire of Hell, where they will suffer their bitter             
"reward" for mocking Allah’s religion. The Hell prepared for such people           
is everlasting, because after the Day of Judgment they will be ignored            
and kept far from Allah's mercy, just as they had ignored and forgotten             
the Day of Reckoning.  

Allah says: 

And the evil deeds that they have done shall appear to them, and they              
shall be encompassed by that they mocked at. And it shall be said,             
‘Today We do forget you just as you forgot your appointment with this             
Day; and your refuge is the Fire, and you shall have no helpers. That is               
for that you took Allah’s signs in mockery, and the present life deluded             
you.’ So today they shall not be brought forth from it, nor will they be               
given the chance to make amends (Al-Jatiyah, 33-37). 
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Those who mock at Allah and his Revelation will be mocked at on the              
Day of Judgment, and then their final abode will be hell-Fire for eternity. 

Woe to every guilty imposter who hears the signs of Allah being recited             
to him, yet persists in his arrogance as if he had never heard them; so               
give him the good tidings of a painful chastisement. And when he knows             
anything of Our signs, he takes them in mockery; those - for them awaits              
a humbling chastisement. Hell [lurks] behind them; and that they have           
earned will not benefit them, nor those they took as protectors, apart            
from Allah – a tremendous torment awaits them. This is true guidance            
and those who disbelieve in the signs of their Lord will have a woeful              
torment (Al-Jatiyah, 7-11). 

Those mocking at Allah and His revelations, their mocking will recoil on            
them on the day of accountability and they will be encompassed by the             
same things they turned into ridicule. 

The torment of Allah to the unbelievers who rejected His signs and            
mocked at His Revelation does not mean that He did them injustice, but             
it was they who wronged themselves. 

Allah says: 

…and Allah wronged them not, but themselves they wronged. So the evil            
things they have done smote them, and they were encompassed by that            
they mocked at (Al-Nahl, 33-34). 

The House Republican caucus remains the place where the ugly head of            
Islamophobia rests comfortably. Tea Party affiliated Republicans       
excelled in attacking Islam without knowledge or authority. So far, such           
strategy is winning support from conservatives influential in picking the          
nominee. They do not fear political cost because they see Muslims as a             
small voting bloc. These fear monger Republicans include Joe Walsh,          
Allen West, Peter King, Ben Carson, Donald Trump, Michel Bachmann,          
Mike McCaul, Louie Gohmert, and Trent Franks. In addition to these           
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Islamophobia hate mongers, we have another gang hired by         
Judeo-Christian coalition working ardently against Islam. They form an         
Islamophobia industry heavily sponsored by Religious Right and        
American Zionist organizations. They were exceptional in tarnishing        
Islam, belying the Koran, slandering the Prophet, and humiliating Allah          
the Creator. Their dirt reached to the extent of burning the Koran. To             
mention only few: Daniel Pipes, Sam Shamoun, bill warner, the devil           
incarnate Robert Spencer, the women astray Pamela Geller, Ayaan         
Hirsy, and the fool Geert wilders of Holland. 

The Evangelical Christian leaders known also as false prophets by some           
Americans joined also the comedy. They vomited from their dirty mouths           
foul epithets about Islam and the Prophet of Islam; these were Pat            
Robertson, franklin Graham, the deceased Jerry Falwell, Jimmy        
Swaggart, john Hagee, and Benny Hinn.  

Due to their ignorance, these fools do not know that every dirty word             
they uttered against Allah will be laid to their charge as I explained             
before. The fools have taken Satan as a friend and they do not know that               
he is inviting them to the blazing Fire. He made them take Allah their              
Creator as the enemy! 

These morons think that by bashing Islam and Muslims are doing           
something good to their country, but the fact is they were hired and             
heavily financed to do such dirty job. All they have done in fact was to               
spread mischief in the land by spreading dissension between Muslim          
and non-Muslim Americans. They harmed the feeling of American         
Muslims as well as one billion and five hundred million Muslims living in             
mostly all parts of the world. These opportunists are in fact unpatriotic,            
because they do not care about the solidarity of the American society.            
They are like cancer destroying the body of the society and must be             
stopped. But what we hear from them is the sarcastic saying: “We are a              
free country; the constitution allows us to say whatever we like to            
say…bla, bla, bla.” 

These fools do not understand that by attacking the Creator and His            
religion have invoked His wrath on their empty heads and on their            
country. Allah’s wrath might come individually or collectively! Individually         
by singling out the committers of sins, and collectively by destroying the            
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whole country because it allowed the sins to grow and did not lift a              
finger to stop it. 

Allah says regarding the recompense of His enemies in the Hereafter: 

That is the recompense of Allah’s enemies – the Fire, wherein they shall             
have the abode of eternity as recompense, for that they denied Our            
signs (Fussilat, 28). 

Some of the biggest misconceptions that many non-Muslims have about          
Islam have to do with the word “Allah.”  For various reasons, many            
people have come to believe that Muslims worship a different God than            
Christians and Jews.  This is false, since “Allah” is simply the Arabic            
word for “God” - and there is only One God. The God of Muslims is the               
God of the universe, the God of Muhammad and all prophets who came             
before him, including Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus. 

Allah says in the Koran: 

Say (O Muslims), "We believe in Allah and that which has been sent             
down to us and that which has been sent down to Ibrahim (Abraham),             
Isma’ili (Ishmael), Ishaque (Isaac), Ya'qub (Jacob), and to Al-Asbat [the          
twelve sons of Ya'qub (Jacob)], and that which has been given to Musa             
(Moses) and 'Iesa (Jesus), and that which has been given to the            
Prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction between any of them,            
and to Him we have submitted [in Islam] (Al-Baqarah, 136). 

Therefore, the Islam Muhammad brought is not a new religion but the            
culmination and fulfilment of the same basic truth that Allah (God)           
revealed through all His prophets to every people. 

As there is only One God, there is only One Religion. Islam is the              
preserved pure religion of all prophets sent by Allah. Islam means the            
complete submission and obedience to Allah (God). Therefore, all         
prophets were indeed Muslims because they were true submitters to the           
will of Allah, the Creator. 

Judaism, Christianity and Islam all claim to be “Abrahamic Faiths” and all            
of them are also classified as “monotheistic.” However, Islam teaches          
that other religions have, in one way or another, distorted and nullified a             
pure and proper belief in Almighty God by neglecting His true teachings            
and mixing them with man-made ideas such as the concepts of the            
Trinity, divine incarnation  original sin, crucifixion, vicarious atonement. 
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We read in the Koran: 

"Truly, the religion with Allah (God) is Islam. Those who were given the             
Scripture (Jews and Christians) did not differ except, out of mutual           
jealousy, after knowledge had come to them. And whoever disbelieves in           
the signs of Allah, then surely, Allah is swift in calling to account."             
(Al-Imran, 19). 

We also read” 

"And whoever seeks a religion other than Islam, it will never be accepted             
of him, and in the Hereafter he will be one of the losers." (Al-Imran, 85). 
 
Sarah Paline, again, and based on the above, before you talk about Allah             
next time, His Greatness and Might must always be present in your            
mind. This would make you talk about Him in reverence and humility.  

If you do not know how Allah is Great and Almighty, read the verse of the                
Throne: 
 
 

Allah! There is no God but He, the Living, the Everlasting. Slumber seizes             
Him not, neither sleep; to Him belongs all that is in the heavens and the               
earth. Who could intercede in His presence save by His leave? He knows             
what lies before them and what is after them, and they comprehend not             
anything of His knowledge save such as He wills. His Throne comprises            
the heavens and earth; the preserving of them oppresses Him not; He is             
the All-High, the All-glorious (Al-Baqarah, 255). 

If you do not know Allah’s infinite Glory and power read the next verse: 

 
He is Allah; there is no god but He. He is the King, the Holy, the                
All-Peaceable, the All-Faithful, the All-Preserver, the All-Mighty, the        
All-Compeller, the All-Sublime. Glory be to Allah, above that they          
associate. He is Allah, the Creator, the Maker, the Shaper. To Him            
belongs the Names Most Beautiful. All that in the heavens and the            
earth magnifies Him; He is the All-Mighty, the All-Wise (Al-Hashr,          
22-24).  
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